Abstract: We give a complete classification of two-dimensional nonassociative algebras over arbitrary base fields, including those of characteristic two.
O. Introduction
Let n be an nonnegative integer. A solution to the classification problem for n-dimensional nonassociative algebras, possibly without a unit, consists in setting up a list of examples which represents each isomorphism class exactly once. Such a list may also be interpreted as a parametrization of the orbit space GL(V) \ Hom(V (9 V, V), where V is an n-dimensional vector space acted upon canonically by the full linear group, with the induced diagonal action on V (9 V and its natural extension to Hom(V ® V, V). In this way, the classification problem for n-dimensional algebras relates to questions in invariant theory.
In this paper, we solve the classification problem for two-dimensional non associative algebras over arbitrary base fields. The principal building blocks of our classification are derived from the twodimensional split Hale algebra (which agrees with the direct sum of two copies of the base field), from the theory of quadratic field extensions (including the (purely) inseparable ones in characteristic two), and from the algebra of dual numbers. In fact, our final results lead to the paradoxical conclusion that arbitrary nonassociative algebras in dimension two are almost as well understood as the (commutative-associative) ones containing a unit.
A few words about the historical context are in order. Two-dimensional real algebras which are associative were classified by Benjamin Peirce [16] as early as 1881. The classification of twodimensional real division algebras (the term "nonassociative" always being understood) is due to Althoen and Kugler [3] (see also Burdujan [5] or Cali and Josephy [6] for a similar approach). The starting point of their investigation is the fact, originally due to Segre [17], for which they provide an independent elementary proof, that a two-dimensional real division algebra contains at least one and at most three nonzero idempotents. A completely different solution to the problem was recently given by Gottschling [8] ; in fact, the present work grew out of an attempt to understand Gottschling's paper. In connection with his algebraic approach to quadratic differential equations, Markus [13] classified two-dimensional real algebras, with or without zero divisors, which are commutative. Along similar lines, a quick classification of two-dimensional commutative algebras over an algebraically closed field of characteristic not 2 or 3 is due to Walcher [18] . The classification problem for arbitrary two-dimensional real algebras containing zero divisors was taken up by Luchian [12] and subsequently solved completely by Althoen and Hansen [2] .
Aside from being confined to the base field of real numbers, the dominant feature most of these investigations have in common is that they invariably deal with algebras in terms of their structure constants and multiplication tables relative to a given basis. By contrast, the base field in our investigation is completely arbitrary, and structure constants or multiplication tables almost never playa significant role. Instead, our approach is based on the following main ingredients.
The first important step consists in setting up the dichotomy between regular and singular algebras (1.4). Using principal Albert isotopes [1, Theorem 5], Kaplansky's Trick 1.5 relates the former to unital algebras of dimension two, whose detailed description is recalled in 1.7. The key to our subsequent investigation of regular algebras is then provided by the notion of the unital heart (1.10) and the isomorphism criterion 1.12, giving necessary and sufficient conditions for two-dimensional regular algebras with the same unital heart to be isomorphic.
In Section 2, we address ourselves to the problem of classifying two-dimensional algebras whose unital heart is etale. This problem will be solved in two steps, the first one being the Tight Enumeration Theorem 2.3 which breaks up the whole class of algebras into seven disjoint blocks, the second one being the Classification Theorem 2.12 which gives necessary and sufficient conditions for any two members in each block to be isomorphic. In Section 3 we carry out the same program for two-dimensional regular algebras whose unital heart is either the algebra of dual numbers or an inseparable quadratic field extension of characteristic two. Somewhat surprisingly, the treatment of the former case (3.4), consisting of no less than twelve disjoint blocks of algebras, turns out to be much more involved than the one of the latter (3.6), with only three such blocks. Section 4 is devoted to the study of singular (= nonregular) algebras. Though this case is considerably easier to deal with than the case of regular algebras, it still takes a fair amount of work before the classification ofbisingular algebras (4.11) as well as that of strictly left and right singular ones (4.16,4.17) is finally complete. The paper concludes with an application in Section 5 to quasi composition algebras, i.e., to composition algebras "without a unit", whose study goes back to the author [14].
1. Regularity and the unital heart 1.0 Throughout this paper, we fix an arbitrary base field k and a vector space V over k. Later on, we will specify V to have dimension 2 but, for the time being, V is arbitrary.
1.1
The vector space of algebras. Following Koecher [11] , the totality of (nonassociative, not necessarily unital) algebra structures on V is denoted Alg(V), so
is a vector space over k in its own right, of dimension n 3 if V has dimension n E N. Given A E Alg(V), we write xAy for the product of x, y E V relative to the algebra A or simply xy if the context is clear. The left and right multiplication of A will be denoted by LA, RA, respectively, dropping subscripts whenever there is no danger of confusion. We will write AOP for the opposite algebra of A, so xAOPy = yAx for all x,y E V.
1.2 A group action. We write
for the direct product of two copies of the full linear group of V and let it act on Alg(V) by means of principal Albert isotopes [1, Theorem 5] as follows: Given A E Alg(V) and (j,g) E G, we define
